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Summary Information

**Repository:** Ward M. Canaday Center for Special Collections

**Title:** James E. Jones, President of Family Services of Northwest Ohio (1998-2015), Portrait by Leslie Adams

**Identifier:** 19/16-MSS-346

**Date:** 2016

**Physical Description:** 1 Artifact ; 30x40

**Container Information:** Object 1: [32887922565140] (Graphic Materials)

Biographical / Historical

James E. Jones has spent his life and career working in the mental health field. We attended Adrian College as an undergrad, earning his Bachelor of Arts before attending the University of Michigan as a graduate student where he earned his Masters in Social Work. After grad school, Jones worked for the Juvenile Court as a probation officer and then for the Friend of the Court as an enforcement officer. Jones then returned to Adrian, Michigan where he aggressively started three different mental health agencies and services during his seventeen years there.

The first agency, Call Someone Concerned/Crisis Walk-In Center had a staff of 25 employees and 150 trained volunteers covering 24 hours a day. The second agency Jones established was the Domestic Violence Shelter which housed six to eight women or families at a time. Finally, Jones saw the need for and helped establish the Hope Center, specifically for the needs of the developmentally disabled.

In 1987, Jones became the Executive Director of the Family Service Association in Beloit, Wisconsin. He spent twelve years providing many different mental health programs and services for the community. It was his brain child to establish a community festival called "Beloit: A Family Place", which provided family fun, family education, and family activities.

James Jones moved to Toledo, Ohio in 1998 to become the President/CEO of Family Service of Northwest Ohio (FSNO). There were FSNO offices in Lucas, Wood, Fulton, Williams, and Ottawa counties. He supervised over 240 employees and managed an ongoing budget of $6-8 million.

In 2016, Mr. Jones retired from his mental health responsibilities but continued his life's work by volunteering at a local hospital. He has expressed that he is proud of his work over the years with so many dedicated mental health professionals, and comments, "We provided excellent caring programs and services for so many in need."

Scope and Contents

The collection consists of a single portrait of Jones, created by prominent Ohio artist, Leslie Adams.

Related materials concerning Family Service of Northwest Ohio can be found in MSS-075 (https://www.utoledo.edu/library/canaday/HTML_findingaids/MSS-075.htm).

Conditions Governing Access
“Collection is open for research. Materials may be accessed by request at the Ward M. Canaday Center for Special Collections on the fifth floor of the William S. Carlson Library on the main campus of the University of Toledo. Materials do not circulate.”

**Conditions Governing Use**

In most cases, the Canaday Center does not own the copyright and literary rights to items in its collections; it is the responsibility of the researcher to adhere to U.S. Copyright and Fair Use laws, including seeking permission from the copyright holder and payment of any royalty fees, in the reproduction and use of archival materials.

Providing copies or scans does not constitute a license to publish or reproduce images in print or electronic form.

**Preferred Citation**

Images and other sources used with permission should be properly cited and credited. Credits should include text as listed below:

For Manuscript Collections -- "[Collection Name], The Ward M. Canaday Center for Special Collections, The University of Toledo Libraries"

For University Archives -- "Records of [College or Administrative Unit], The University of Toledo Archives, The Ward M. Canaday Center for Special Collections, The University of Toledo Libraries"
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